GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
(Railway Board)
New Delhi, Dated. cg .04.2019

No. 20 I6/Sec (SpI)/ lease SLR
Directive- 50

Sub:- Theft/ Pilferage of parcels from Leased Parcel/Luggage/Brake

vans.

******
The incidents of thefts/pilferages from leased Parcel/Luggage/Brake
vans
attached to Mail/Express/Passengers trains have been causing considerable anxiety. The
leased holders are often raising the issue of non registration of FIRs by GRP in case of
criminal interference with leased consignment. These thefts/pilferages have not only
eroded the confidence of the railway customers but have also resulted in serious loss to
the Railways due to premature termination of the lease contracts by the lease holders.
2. As per existing Comprehensive

Parcel Leasing Policy, loading/unloading operation of
parcels in leased parcel space is carried out by the lease holder and after completion of
loading, the SLRlVPs are sealed by railway staff. If railway seals and padlocks of any of
the doors of the leased SLR are found tampered with, or in case of damage to the inside
partition wall of brake van, where it is apparent that theft or criminal interference has
taken place, FIR has to be lodged with GRP and a copy of the same has to be given to the
leased holder.

3. The provision in the Comprehensive

Parcel Leasing Policy entrusted the responsibility of
registration and investigation of the offences of theft from Leased Parcels/ VPUs to GRP.
The GRP, owing to its limitation of jurisdiction and heavy work load of prevention,
detection and investigation of heinous crime, was not in a position to take effective action
in matters of theft from Leased SLRs/VPUs.

4. In view of the seriousness of the problem, the "Comprehensive

Parcel Leasing Policy"
needed to be revised besides reinforcing and strengthening the measures to prevent and
detect thefts/pilferages from Leased SLRs/VPUs.

5. The matter has been examined at Railway Board in consultation with Commercial
Directorate and it has been decided to consider the consignment booked and loaded in
leased SLRs/VPUs for the purpose of transportation as "under possession of the
Railway".
Therefore, the consignment booked and loaded in leased SLRs/VPUs for the purpose
of transportation shall be treated as "Railway Property" as per section 2(d) of the RP (UP)
Act, 1966.
All efforts for prevention, registration and detection of these crimes are to be ensured
by RPF.
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Director General/RPF
Copy to:- MT/Railway Board, GMs/All Zonal Railway, PCSCs/RPF, All Zonal Railway,
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